
Belvedere Civic Club
3039 Santa Monica Rd
Decatur, GA 30032

Chico Market Hearing
We’re so glad to have the opportunity to discuss the perpetual issues at 3335 Memorial Dr,

Decatur, GA 30032, Chico’s Food Mart. This guide is meant to provide specific information to

help you get a complete look at the negative impacts on our community, directly relating to

Chico’s Market, before the upcoming March 1st hearing.
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WHO WE ARE

Our Mission + Current Efforts

Belvedere Civic Club is a legacy neighborhood organization that has been continuously serving

the community since 1956. We are leading an effort that has been joined by multiple other

neighborhood organizations: Midway Woods, White Oak Hills, and Belvedere Park Neighborhood

Associations to combat the lack of resolutions at this location. BCC, WOH, & BPNA have had to

organize a community security patrol, with a private officer to patrol this area, funded by our

neighbors. We collectively started reaching out to Citgo for help in 2020, and they removed their

branding/the business owner lost his Citgo franchise. The BPNA gathers the community for

clean-ups at this location, twice a month, for the past few years with no help or changes from the

property owner or business managers. We all then attempted a letter writing campaign to plead
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to the property owner to clean up this area. We continue to work with Dekalb PD and Code

Enforcement to address code violations and illegal activity, and called DKPD countless times to

report illegal activity such as sex acts being performed in public, burn barrels and other illegal

fires, and violence including late-night shootouts.

Most recently, BCC organized a community clean-up to specifically address the dumping site at

Chico’s (photos included). We also met with our commissioner, Lorraine Cochran-Johnson, who

agreed that due to all the issues that haven’t been addressed by Chico’s for decades, that this

business should have its business license pulled. Ultimately, we are grateful for any help you can

provide in amplifying our efforts and hopefully continuing to work towards a safer, cleaner

neighborhood for all our neighbors.

PUBLIC HEALTH & SAFETY ISSUES

Assaults/Homicides

This location is a frequent spot where assault and battery citations are issued by DeKalb PD and

our neighborhood Security Patrol Officer. It has even been the site of multiple homicides.

Neighbors are frequently awakened by loud gun fire and even semi-automatic gun fire

originating from or near this property. Many neighbors report not feeling safe walking or driving

by this location at certain parts of the day.

The Belvedere Civic Club has held National Night Out and Roll Call events with DKPD at this

location. It was done with an effort to help alleviate the criminal activity operating in Chico’s lot.

https://www.11alive.com/article/news/crime/memorial-drive-shooting-chico-food-mart/85-475ee4f6

-f5da-46fc-850e-cd3c12a40257

Public Sex Work

We have seen this survival crime centered and concentrated here for decades. These women are

subjected to unsafe conditions that can result in them losing their lives. Many of these women

attempt to live behind Chico’s by publicly defecating and urinating near the dumpster and making

make-shift showers out of buckets.

Multiple neighbors have witnessed public sex acts, in the middle of the day, to the point of not

driving by Chico’s when their children are in the car. The community also consistently finds used

condoms and wrappers around the area. We have even had reports on neighbors finding cars

parked in their driveways, on streets, in vacant lots, and in parking lots to perform sex during

daylight hours. In 2019 a group of neighbors was featured on the news due to public outcry

demanding action:
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https://www.wsbtv.com/news/2-investigates/2-deaths-dozens-of-prostitutes-and-neighbors-living-i

n-fear-when-will-it-end-/947280323/

Gambiling/Illegal Operations

We are aware that this business has not been profiting off of legal business means and know that

they were mainly hosting gaming/gambiling machines. This can be seen written on the google

reviews about how their machines don’t pay off and steal money. Neighbors who mistakenly

attempt to enter this location for gas or other convenience items have been intimidated out of the

facility. Our Security Patrol Officer and DKPD did get rid of the gaming/gambling machines but the

outdoor activity still persists.

Dumping & Littering

One of our fellow community organizations: The Belvedere Neighborhood Association, has

organized bi-weekly clean-ups for years now. They always meet at the Rupert Rd & Memorial

Drive intersection to clean all the debris that litter the community, all coming from the lack of

cleanliness produced by Chico’s through all of the reasons listed in this letter. They gather

multiple garbage bags full of trash without any assistance from Chico’s. The most recent dumping

event came from Chico itself. An apparent water leak and other renovations caused them to

throw out over a dozen contractor bags packed full of rebar, dry wall, 2x4s and other building

debris. Each of these bags easily weighed over 300 pounds and took three to four people to

move so they could be properly disposed of. (By the community, NOT the business owner.) Also

dumped on the property recently: mattresses, boxspring, multiple couches, chairs, shopping

carts, shoes, clothes, and general waste.

https://www.fox5atlanta.com/video/1034189

Substance Abuse / Mental Health / Unhoused Neighbors

There are major underlying issues that push our most vulnerable community members to this

area and then get stuck in the perpetual loop of poverty produced by our failed systems. As

stated above, people loiter and live behind this building; using the dumpster as a bathroom and

making showers out of whatever they can find. It is a true public safety issue for these citizens.
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HOPEFUL RESOLUTION

We would like to find a resolution that would result in new operations that don’t rely on cheap

profits from our vulnerable community members and the illegal activities listed above. We hope

this can be achieved by the removal of business license with a requirement of building

occupancy in one year and/or change of business license/operations where neighbors would be

welcome to patron, with a three year probationary period enforced by random DeKalb spot

checks. At a minimum we would like to see all the above Issues resolved in less than 3 months

with a three year probationary period enforced by random DeKalb spot checks. I also believe that

the Belvedere Civic Club should be reimbursed for their expenses to fund a dumpster ($120) and

the cost of labor for 12 neighbors to spend three hours clearing and cleaning the site. If you have

any questions or need any further information please do not hesitate to reach out. Thank you for

your support and efforts to positively impact our community.
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Date: 5/21/2021
Incident summary:
Last update on the corner yall.  I know we are addressing it and proud of everyone tackling
it...but I was disgusted again today.  We are hosting a baby shower Saturday, so I decided
to do my Adopt a Block clean up of Carter today; mainly just south of Memorial.  I went to
clean up around the dumpster at the Kwik stop and I was disgusted to find 5+ used
condoms, literally sitting there spread around the parking lot.  I lost count at 5 but I took
pictures because I felt it was important to capture the magnitude here (I won't post them
here but I have them ready to send to LCJ or a news station, if needed).  I cleaned up most
of them but got grossed out and just moved south on Carter to continue my clean up.
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Positive news: the street is cleaner! Again, sorry yall but I feel we need to keep tracking
things like this here
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